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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.As new displays and cameras offer enhanced color
capabilities, there is a need to extend the precision of digital content. High Dynamic Range (HDR)
imaging encodes images and video with higher than normal 8 bit-per-color-channel precision,
enabling representation of the complete color gamut and the full visible range of
luminance.However, to realize transition from the traditional to HDRimaging, it is necessary to
develop imaging algorithms that work with the high-precision data. Tomake such algorithms
effective and feasible in practice, it is necessary to take advantage of the limitations of the human
visual system by aligning the data shortcomings to those of the human eye, thus limiting storage
and processing precision. Therefore, human visual perception is the key component of the solutions
we discuss in this book.This book presents a complete pipeline forHDR image and video processing
fromacquisition, through compression and quality evaluation, to display. At the HDR image and
video acquisition stage specialized HDR sensors or multi-exposure techniques suitable for
traditional cameras are discussed. Then, we present a practical solution for pixel values calibration
in terms of photometric or radiometric quantities,...
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is the best operate by any publisher. I was able to comprehended everything out of this written e publication. Its been developed in an
remarkably easy way which is only following i finished reading through this ebook by which basically altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Dr . O felia Gr a nt Sr .
This publication is wonderful. It normally is not going to expense too much. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way in fact it is merely
following i finished reading this publication where actually transformed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Russell Ada ms DDS
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